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Race for Wise. Senate
choice position, saying, “I
believe abortion should be
rare, safe, and legal, and I will
One of W isconsin’s senate seats is up for continue to seek common
election th is year, and it’s “one of Am erica’s ground in the middle of this
most w atched” according to the M ilwaukee divisive debate.”
Journal-S entinel. The two contenders in the
One of the m ain issues in
fierce cam paign are Dem ocratic incum bent the upcoming debate is elec
Russ Feingold
and
R epublican M ark tion reform itself. In addition
N eum ann. Both candidates have been charac to co-authoring a bip artisan
terized as fiscally conservative m avericks.
election reform bill, Feingold
N eum ann, a Republican, is in favor of has pledged not to spend more
school choice, strong anti-crim e laws, and th a n $1 for each eligible
lower taxes. He recently co-sponsored a consti W isconsin voter. He has
tutional am endm ent to protect the Am erican allegedly refused all offers of
flag by pen alizin g those who b u rn it. soft
money—u n reg u lated
According to N eum ann, “a faith in God, a com undisclosed
co n trib u tio n s—
m itm ent to family, and a love of country are from his own party. Although
the m ost im p o rtan t values needed to serve in N eum ann has also accepted to
the U.S. S en ate.”
self-impose some finance caps,
Feingold h a s been endorsed by the th e R epublican P a rty has
Wisconsin F ederation of Teachers, the Sierra spent $1 million or more on
Club, th e League of C onservation, the soft-m oney
ads
a g ain st
W isconsin
AFL-CIO,
th e
N ational Feingold.
O rg an izatio n of Women, and P lan n ed
According
to
S unday’s
Parenthood. He favors gun control, legislating Journal-S entinel, the race is
national clean w ater stan d ard s, strengthening too close to call, though
public schools and decreasing class sizes, and N eum ann holds a tiny lead.
lowering the drinking age to 18. He has said, O ther sources claim he has a
“If you’re old enough to die for your country, strong lead. Many of the demo
you’re old enough to have a beer.”
graphic groups th a t voted
A lthough he supported a $1500 college Feingold into office in ‘92—vot
Persephone took
scholarship tax credit, N eum ann has voted to ers age 18-34 and women—are
cut billions from education program s, includ not expected to m ake a large
ing the Direct S tu d en t Loan program and the showing a t the polls. Older cit
Pell g ra n t system .
izens,
who
Both candidates have m ade abortion an often
vote
im portant issue in th e ir cam paigns, which is R e p u b lic a n ,
an u nusual tactic. According to the M ilwaukee and Republic
Journal-S entinel, the Feingold-N eum ann race ans in gener
is one of the few in the country th is year in al are expect
which both candidates have run ads on abor ed to tu rn out
tion.
to vote for a
N eum ann is pro-life and has criticized ticket headed
F. Theodore Cloak, founder of
Feingold on num erous occasions for voting by Governor the Lawrence theater depart
a g a in st a ban on p a rtia l-b irth abortions. T o m m y
ment, died Tuesday in Appleton
Feingold has m aintained a Clinton-esque pro- Thompson.
at the age of 94. He joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1929 as an
English
professor,
having
recieved his MA in theatre from
A t the February 14, 1973 opening o f “Cain
Northwestern University. In
a n d N o a h ,” the E xperim ental Theatre was dedicated
1933, he convinced then-presito F. Theodore Cloak. The follow ing is a
dent Henry M. Wriston to estab
reprint o f th a t dedication, w hich appeared in the
lish a separate department of
theater and drama. Cloak taught
February 16 edition o f the Law rentian.
and directed over 120 produc
tions in his 40 year tenure at
"/Id o{ tyebnuany 14, 1973, tke Jcuunence 'Univendity
Lawrence. After retiring in 1969,
Hxpenimental Tkeatne will be known ai the ty. Tkeodone Cloak
he continued to direct the
Zxpenimental Tkeatne, in kouon o{ a man udio kai contributed
Freshman Studies program and
served as the director of the
immeaduneably to the Jlawnence Community.
London Study Center in 1971linden the yuidiny hand o{ Mn. Cloak, tkeatne at Jlawnence kai
72.
taken ikape and developed into an inteynal pant o{ tke univendity.
Tknouyk dedicated and entkudiadtic teackiny, Mn. Cloak kai
The following is an excerpt
from a February 2, 1973
instilled in kid itudentd a dedine {on. knowledge and a willinynedd to
Lawrentian article:
itniue {on excellence. Jtid utanm and individual coucenn kai touched
many lioei, contnibutiny stimulation not only {on intellectual
“From his work with arena
advancement, but {an pendoual <yiowtk ai well
staging and other projects, Cloak
and his theatre have come to be
While do muck o{ Jlawnence kai bene{itted {nom kid. influence, it
recognized as always a step
ii panticulanly {ittiny that tke expenimental tkeatne bean Mn.
ahead. He feels this is the job of
Cloak'd name. Ot wad tknouyk kid {onediykt and e{{onti that an
university theatre—not only to
educate students, but the com
expenimental tkeatne wad built in tke Mudic-lbnama Genten, {ul{iUmunity as well. In order to edu
iny one o{ kid dneamd {on J ilt tkeatne.
cate, one must always be aware
Tkene{one, it id utitk yneat pleaiune, love, admination, and
of the new drama, examine it,
by

R obyn C u t r ig h t

her last stand against Hades last w eek on M ain Hall G reen.
P h o to by E van W yse

Em eritus Professor
Theodore Cloak remembered

and prepare the audience to
accept it. Cloak feels that this
has been the hallm ark of
Lawrence theatre through the

years. An example of this leader
ship was Cloak’s 1958 produc
tion of Samuel Beckett’s
‘Endgame’; this was the first
non-professional production of
th at modern classic in the
United States.
“In addition to the role of
educational theatre to experi
ment and acquaint students and
community with new drama.
Cloak sees the preparation for
recognition of the quality and
expanse of theatre as one of the
most important goals of a the
atre department in a liberal arts
college. The achievement and
acknowledgement of quality the

atre is possible only when the
people involved are superior peo
ple - people educated in the his
tory, literature, psychology, phi
losophy, and craft of the theatre.
Theatre is a lively art th at has to
communicate to people and
superior people are necessary to
insure this communication.”
Cloak is survived by his wife,
Jan et,
and
his
children,
Theodore Jr. of Albuquerque, N.
M., Andrea of New York City,
and Nathaniel of Denver, Colo.,
as well as nine grandchildren
and three great grandchildren.
Plans for a memorial service will
be announced at a later date.

Coats, not candy, goal of LU
Halloween trick-or-treaters
More than 100 Lawrence
University students are expect
ed to take to the streets this
Saturday, ringing doorbells and
asking for donations in an effort
to win “The War for Warmth.”
In response to a challenge
issued by Ripon College,
Lawrence students will be trickor-treating throughout the city
from 4-6 on Halloween, seeking
new or gently-used coats. The
Lawrence students have set a
goal of 250 coats, hoping to col
lect more jackets and parkas
than their Ripon counterparts.

The winner will be determined
November 7 at the LawrenceRipon football game where the
coats will be sorted and count
ed.
All collected coats will be
donated to area Goodwill stores.
Interested Lawrence students
should contact the Volunteer
and Community Service Center
at 832-6644. Students unable to
trick-or-treat are also invited to
bring in th eir own coats to
donate. Coats and parkas will
be collected in Riverview
Lounge for several days.
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Whaf* O H ?
at Lawrence
F riday, O ct. 30
3:00 p.m.
Recent Advances in Biology
lecture: “Bioethics in the
Creation of Transgenic Species,”
Steven R. Gerrish; Youngchild
161

7:00 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Mt.
College; Alexander Gym

Mary

7:00 p.m.
Performance
preview:
Featuring Patrice Michaels Bedi
preceding the Chanticleer con
cert; Harper Hall, Music-Drama
Center

8:00 p.m.
A rtist
Series
concert:
Chanticleer, vocal ensemble;
Memorial Chapel

S atu rd ay, Oct. 31
1:00 p.m.
Family Weekend football vs.
Monmouth College; Banta Bowl.
Followed by Fifth Quarter victo
ry celebration; Viking Room

4 to 6 p.m.
“The War for Warmth,” trick
or-treating in Appleton for
new/used coats to be donated to
charity

7:15 and 9:45 p.m.
Image International film:
“Cemetery Man”; Wriston audi
torium

Museum education provides opportunity for children
creating an environment that using the exhibit. It has to appeal
emphasizes learning only through to an eleven year old boy from
reading and listening. While these suburbia just as well as it does to
Over the past few years, many
modes of learning are useful and a four year old girl from the inner
people have thought and worked
work
well for many children, kids city. Each exhibit has to be flexible
very hard to find solutions to the
who may not read as well or need enough that it will capture the
problems that plague our educa
to learn actively get frustrated interest of every child (and hope
tion system. Many different
fully some parents, too).
and start to lose interest.
approaches have been proposed,
My internship this summer
These
are
the
kids
who
can
and almost all of them have been
consisted
primarily of making
benefit
the
most
from
children’
s
tried somewhere, in some capaci
museums. Most hands-on exhibits sure that the exhibits for the
ty. But despite these efforts, it is
require no reading or instruction. Stepping Stones Museum could
clear that many children are not
Kids are encouraged simply to serve as educational tools for all
being reached. Over the past ten
play
with the exhibit and see what sorts of children. As I said before,
years, however, more and more
comes of it. Once a child gets real I developed a great respect for the
people have looked to groups or
ly excited by an exhibit, they will kind of thought that goes into
institutions outside the school sys
think of new and different ways to designing an exhibit for a chil
tem that can complement what
play with it. It is really quite sur dren’s museum. However, I also
children learn in schools. One of
Please avoid taking Nyquil before visit
prising what they can pull out of a developed an appreciation for the
the most popular institutions of
ing the Appleton Children's M useum.
simple activity, and there have beauty of a community project.
P hoto by Lisa W eatherbee
this type is the children’s muse
been many times when I learned When Stepping Stones opens a
um. This summer, I had the excel
Think about something that real something really interesting from year from now, it will owe its exis
lent opportunity to work as an
ly interested you when you were
tence to thousands of people who
intern for the soon-to-open about ten, say, helicopters or a kid playing with an exhibit.
The vital element to museum worked over a span of four years
Stepping Stones Museum for
drums or even one of those desk education is that children do these in its creation. This kind of unity
Children, where I learned that
toys with the swinging balls that
museum educators see great click clack click back and forth. things themselves; they figure it within a community is, to me,
all out, come up with more ques very encouraging, especially at a
potential in their field.
Now, imagine a place where you tions that interest them, and go time when it feels like people are
Almost every children’s muse
could sit in a true-to-life helicopter after those. It’s the most reward becoming more and more distant
um works from the basic premise
cockpit, complete with all the
that children learn best by doing. knobs and gauges, the flightstick, ing way to learn, and the feeling of from each other.
The fact that people were
accomplishment and excitement
When trying to describe the point
and the sights and sounds of fly
of a children’s museum, museum ing in a helicopter. Or a whole that comes out of the experience working together to provide better
encourages children to investigate educational opportunities made it
educators often refer to the
bunch of different types of drums their world.
all the more exciting for me. I
Chinese proverb “I read and I for
from all over the world, just wait
believe
that resolving many of the
Of
course,
the
job
of
a
museum
get. I see and I remember. I do and
ing to be pounded on. What about
I understand.” The idea is to cre a six foot tall desk toy where you educator is not so easy as simply problems in our education system
putting some objects in front of is the first step in finding solu
ate an environment where chil
can change the balls and the children and letting them touch tions to many other problems that
dren have the tools to investigate,
lengths of the strings and see them. Through the exhibit, you plague our society. The fact that
experiment with, and discover
what happens?
need to create an environment these problems can be solved by
their world through stimulating,
The hope is to impress chil that encourages kids to play and normal people is all the more
hands-on activities.
dren with the excitement and fun investigate, and to ask questions. encouraging. In the Stepping
For those of you who have
inherent in exploration. Many This task is made more difficult Stones Museum for Children, I
never been to a children’s muse
museum educators feel that
um, I’ll try to describe one to you. schools make a crucial error in by the simple fact that children of found the potential to create a lot
all ages and backgrounds will be of worthy change.
by

Wind Ensemble/Symphonic
Band concert: “Tribute to Fred
Schroeder,” Robert Levy, conduc
tor; Memorial Chapel

S unday, Nov. 1
1:00 p.m.
Vocal master class with Dale
Duesing; Shattuck 156

3:00 p.m.
Guest recital: Frank Babbitt
viola; Harper Hall. Master class
to follow

8:00 p.m.
Faculty
recital:
Mari
Taniguchi,
soprano, Janet
Anthony, cello;
H arper Hall, Music-Drama
Center

9:30 p.m.
Coffeehouse entertainment
L. J. Booth, singer/songwriter;
Coffeehouse

M onday, N ov. 2
4:15 p.m.
“Being an Informed User,
making the most of your person
al
computer;
Information
Technology Center, Second Floor
Library

W ednesday, Nov. 4
4:15 p.m.
Science Hall Colloquium
“Carbonless Paper,” Dr. Matt
Lang, Appleton Papers Inc.;
Youngchild 161
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Warnke warns against Cold War mentality
by

8:00 p.m.
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The first Main Hall Forum of
the fall term brought Paul
Warnke, a former Chief U.S.
Arms Negotiator and Assistant
Secretary
of Defense
to
Lawrence. He gave his speech, “A
World Without Nuclear Weapons:
Is it Desirable? Is it Possible?” to
a nearly room-capacity audience
of 109.
Warnke, after an introduction
by Scarff Professor John
Greenwald, delivered his lecture
in a matter-of-fact, almost diplo
matic manner. Warnke presented
a slightly different view of the
current state of nuclear prolifera
tion than the conventional wis
dom. He did not warn against the
danger of nuclear attack by ter
rorist groups nor did he see the
recent nuclear tests by smaller
powers as particularly threaten
ing. He did not present the
nuclear arsenal as the U.S.’s
most effective deterrent to for
eign aggression. In fact, Warnke
calls this conventional thinking
outdated—a Cold War holdover.
He presented the global nuclear
situation in the past twenty years
as little more than an attempt by
smaller powers to gain ground in
the post Cold War world nuclear
arena.
He points out that the testing
and suggestions of nuclear
advances by lesser nuclear pow
ers are really only posturing.
They are trying, according to
Warnke, to gain an advantage or
avoid the appearance of nuclear
unpreparedness in the face of
rival states. In his view, it is not
small displays of nuclear
weapons that stall progress, but
fundamental flaws in the inter
national approach to talks.

Citing the recently flared but
As long as the U.S. presents
long smoldering India-Pakistan its nuclear arsenal as its first line
arms race, Warnke suggests that of defense, Warnke suggests,
the current path of large-scale gridlock will continue, because
multilateral negotiations cannot there is no leadership in disarma
lead to the desired disarmament. ment from a major power. The
The known small powers like conventional wisdom holds that
Israel, Pakistan, and India, the U.S. nuclear arsenal is impor
Warnke suggests, would likely tant to security. The threat of
sign if their refusal actually pre nuclear retaliation has long been
vented the treaty from going into the favored deterrent.
effect, but it doesn’t. The small
Warnke does not accept this
states with capability continue to line of thinking, nor, he suggests,
demand time-tabled disarma does the military. He quotes
ment by the the United States, retired General Colin Powell
Russia, China, England, and when he was asked why nuclear
France before they will ratify any weapons were not used in the
non-proliferation or comprehen Gulf War. Powell responded “Are
sive test ban treaty. But the you crazy?” Warnke holds that
Russian Duma and the U.S. the time has come for the public
Senate will not agree to such an and the government to accept
arrangement.
what the military has long under
As long as the process is stood: that nuclear weapons are
stalled in the Duma and neither a universally effective
Congress, the known nuclear means of warfare nor an appro
powers who remain outside of the priate first line of defense. As he
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty puts it, “civilians need to recog
have no reason to sign and it is nize the military facts of life.”
even to their strategic advantage
What is Warnke’s solution?
not to sign. As long as total disar The U.S. must take the lead in
mament is a provision of any any disarmament scenario. And
treaty, it will be nearly impossi it must act incrementally. He
ble to ratify. The small states’ states, “Any further progress is
demand for time-tabled disarma dependent on strong and consis
ment is unreasonable. Warnke tent American leadership.” The
states flatly “Nobody even knows United States must itself move
what that means.”
away from the kind of posturing
Further, Warnke suggests and gridlock it causes.
that outdated Cold War thinking
Taking the lead also means
still governs U.S. policy to some moving away from multilateral
extent. He cites the U.S.’s rhetor giant steps, such as those in the
ical dependence on nuclear Conference on Disarmament, and
weapons as a major obstacle. The towards bilateral “sensible steps”
U.S. maintains a threat of by the United States and Russia.
nuclear response as its first Warnke cites a few examples of
line—"apocalyptic intentions,” such bilateral quid pro quo by
Warnke says. That in itself is an presidents Bush and Yeltsin as
obstacle to any kind of nuclear some of the most effective steps
stand-down. The U.S. will not taken to date. President Bush
even agree to a meaningful “No decommissioned-a significant
First Use” agreement.
portion of the-US nuclear arsenal

in Europe and Presient Yeltsin
followed suit. It was a small but
meaningful step, but it was insti
gated without the time-consum
ing negotiation that has been the
hallmark of global nuclear policy.
These kinds of reciprocal
steps, Warnke proposes, could
be taken to move towards a
total decommissioning of the
nuclear arsenals of the two
main nuclear super powers.
“Take the warheads off the mis
siles and move them somewhere
else,” Warnke suggests as a first
step in bilateral disarmament.
For Warnke, this kind of
methodical, incremented standdown is the best hope for a
nuclear free world.
Is this nuclear free world
even desirable, though? Warnke
says, in hindsight, “the world
would be better off if we had
stopped the Manhattan Project
[when we saw th at Germany
could not develop a nuclear
bomb].” But this kind of hind
sight has nothing to do with our
current state, he says. Warnke is
confident that the intent of the
original bomb justified the
Manhattan Project. The possibili
ty of Hitler developing such a
weapon was enough to justify the
United State’s development of
the nuclear bomb.
Warnke is clearly hesitant to
play judge when considering
Truman’s use of the bomb, but
says “Truman was not criminally
wrong.” In the modern world
though, Warnke seems to hold lit
tle doubt that it is better to have
fewer nuclear weapons. Nuclear
weapons are more of a liability
than an asset in his view. Their
strategic value has long since
expired and the consequences of
their use in multi-nuclear power
world are grave.
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Gilbert and Re vie: Lawrence’s explanation industry leaders
by

L indsay S haw

the Wisconsin/Minnesota area, so
he took a reference librarian job
at Lawrence. He will soon assume
the position of Director of
Information Technology.
Revie has worked in libraries
all of her life, including her high
school’s and Carleton College’s.
After deciding she wanted to
work as a professional librarian,
she also attended library school at
UW-Madison.
Both Gilbert and Revie enjoy
their jobs and claim that the most
fun is the range of topics for infor
mation requests, from the zip
code of Neenah to the population
of Belgium. Also, they like the
students at Lawrence.
The constant exposure to all
sorts of information embodies the
essence of a liberal arts educa
tion. Gilbert and Revie’s job
would suit anyone who never
wants to stop learning.
To become a reference librari
an, it is recommended to major in
library science, which encompass
es a wide range of courses.
Students are also encouraged to
work or volunteer in public or
university libraries.
After completing undergradu
ate work, students go to library
school. In the Midwest, UWMadison and Indiana University
are well-known in the field. There
are also library science courses
offered at UW-Milwaukee, the
University
of
Illinois
at
Champagne, and the University
of Michigan.
There are many career paths
available after library school.
Instead of becoming a resesarch
librarian, a graduate may opt to
specialize in areas such as cata
logs, public service, and archives.
In a non-university setting, grad
uates of library school are also
able to work at corporate, hospi
tal, or government libraries, or as
independent research consul
tants.
Pete Gilbert and Gretchen
Revie can be located in the glass
offices on the first floor of the
Seeley G. Mudd Library. Next
time you are in a crunch, you may
want to consult them—you might
just find that a 64th note is called
a hemidemisemiquaver.

You are frantically trying to do
your theory homework—what’s
the name of a 64th note? You try
Lucia, to no avail. Next, you try
Simeon. He is even less helpful.
WISCAT? What cat? You are real
ly lost. What to do?
Lawrence has an answer. The
source of information does not
have to be faceless and composed
of thousands of pixels. Lawrence
has two notably talented, userfriendly reference librarians.
They are Pete Gilbert and
Gretchen Revie, Lawrence’s selfproclaimed library user manuals.
Gilbert and Revie enable stu
dents to find the information they
need for quick reference, papers,
homework assignments, and even
honors projects. Revie recalls
information requests ranging
from chemical properties to back
numerology.
In order to get information,
students usually call, e-mail, stop
in, or request meetings for long
term research needs. This is not
For future reference, librarians Peter Gilbert and Gretchen Revie define “dress casual" as jeans with shirt tucked in.
P h o to by Sara S ch larm an
to say that Gilbert and Revie will
do all of the research for students.
They teach them how to find
information through handbooks,
the Internet, government docu
ments, archives, or any other
available source. They are expla
nation industry workers—they
develop tools to find information.
Gilbert and Revie also help
books. He felt that the quality of mate goal is to build up a library
the
Lawrence faculty and admin
by T om S h riner
the books, both in terms of story of Anime for the group, so that
line and visual art, were out anyone on campus could “check istration. For the faculty, they
The Anime Group, a new club standing. “I soon found out," said out” a film if he or she were may find background information
devoted to Japanese animation, Kwon, “th at the books were interested.
for courses or independent stud
is celebrating its first year. The based on an Anime series." He
About ten people are current ies, or perhaps publishing infor
group has two goals. First, to became a fan of Anime and has ly members of the Anime Group. mation. It is not unheard of for
introduce Anime to those who continued to be one to this day.
Starting this Thursday, the them to go to classes to present
have never seen it, and second,
Kwon cited several artistic group will be showing a series information on research tools and
to show new Anime that has not merits of Anime. He said that the called “Fushige Yuugi,” which techniques. Also, many classes
yet achieved widespread circula “crispness of the animation” is means “Mysterious Game.” travel to the library where Gilbert
tion in the United States.
an important element. “The Asked for a short synopsis of the or Revie give informational tours.
Tom Kwon, a freshman, is the story lines are extremely compli series, Kwon explained that it is The administration uses the ref
founder and organizer of the cated
and
intriguing.” “the tale of a schoolgirl who erence librarians for background
group. He was first introduced to Furthermore, “it’s really high- opens up a book and starts read on convocations, seminars, and
Anime when he was only twelve quality drama. Even the music is ing a story.” She then gets sucked lecturers.
years old. When spending time in excellent, and it’s almost always into a porthole and “ends up in
Gilbert
graduated
from
a bookstore, Kwon developed an orchestral, too.” According to Ancient China, where she is a Carleton College, and after exten
interest in a series of illustrated Kwon, filmmakers have been priestess who has to protect her sive volunteer work in Virginia,
he attended library school at the
known to spend an entire year land from a rival kingdom.”
creating a 50-episode Anime
Anime Group meets every University of Wisconsin-Madison.
series.
Thursday evening at 7:00 p.m. in He and his wife wanted to live in
Kwon pointed out that there the basement of Plantz Hall.
C O R R E C T IO N S
is the financial concern to tackle. Every Anime Group meeting is
The following occurred in the Oct. 22, 1998 issue of the Lawrentian:
“At some point, we would like to open to the public. Kwon urged
get recognized by LUCC,” said everyone who has even a remote
•The “roommate” described in “Ormsby parties breed trouble;
Kwon. He stated that if the interest in Anime to attend. “If
two to hospital in separate incidents” (page 1) was not involved
Anime Group were allotted $100 you’ve never seen Anime before,”
in the situation.
to $200 a year, the group could declared Kwon, “this is a perfect
•In “WLFM offers alternative to commercial-ridden radio”
further its goal of exposing more opportunity. It’s free, and we’re
(page 3), the name of the Allman Brothers Band was misspelled.
people to Anime. Kwon’s ulti showing quality animation.”
• “Save the Spectator” (page 7) was a staff editorial.

Japanese animation — the
focus of a new student group

We regret the errors.

Get Ready to Pack Your B a g s!! !
Be Spending Your Spring Break in CANCUN! ! !
H ow : Get your resume on Work Force Web by January 1, 1999, and you could win!
W hy: With only a few simple keystrokes, Work Force Web lets you . . .
• Create your own web resume, FREE!
• Search for job openings by company, type of position and more
• List your majors and areas of interest, allowing employers to find you

WORK FORCE WEB IS YOUR LINK TO THE FUTURE

The Medical Scientist Training Program
at the

Medical College of Wisconsin
offers a combined MD.-PH.D. degree program. Trainees
receive full tuition scholarships and stipends through
out their studies. Highly qualified students with a back
ground in research are encouraged to apply. The training
program application deadline is November 1.

> v ..

Place your resume on-line today by visiting us at w w w .w ficweb.org
For m ore information contact your Career Services Office or call us at (414) 273-5980
A service open exclusively to students and graduates of Wisconsin’s 21 private colleges & universities
Work Force '99 is coming on April 19a\ Don't miss it!
Register for the event on-line at www.wficweb.org

WISCONSIN FOUNDATION FOX INDEPENDENT COLLEGES

M edical
C ollege
O F W ISCONSIN

Medical College of Wisconsin
8701 Watertown Plank Road
Milwaukee, WI 53226-0509
Phone: (414) 456-8641
l-(800)-457-2775
E-mail: mstp@mcw.edu
Web Site: www.mcw.edu/mstp
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Spotlight: Election '98
RUSS FEINGOLD

MARK GREEN

JAY JO H N S O N

TOVIMYTHOMPSCN

MARK NEUMANN

C and idate for the
U.S. S en ate

C andidate for
C ongressional
R ep resen tative

C andidate for
C ongressional
R epresen tative

C a n d id a te for
G overn or o f
W iscon sin

C andidate for the
U.S. Senate

Party: Democrat
Residence: Madison,
Wise.
Marital Status: Married
Spouse: Mary
Occupation: US Senator,
Attorney
Birthday: 3/2/53
Birthplace: Janesville,
Wise.
Religion: Jewish

Stands on Issues:
Abortion:
Pro-choice.
Opposes late-term abortions
unless life or grevious
injury to mother’s physi
cal health care at risk.
Student Aid: Supports
Pell Grants,Stafford Loans,
PLUS Loans, and other cam
pus based aid.
Enrvironment: Opposes
repeals of Clean Water Act,
opposes Crandon Mine.

Party: Republican
District: Wisconsin 8th
Residence: Green Bay,
Wise.
Marital Status: Married
Spouse: Sue
Occupation: Attorney
Birthday: 6/1/60
Birthplace:
Boston,
Mass.
Religion:
Roman
Catholic

Stands On Issues:
Budget:
Balanced
Amendment.

Supports
Budget

Crime: Supports lifesentences for child moles
ters.

Minimum
Wage:
Supports increase to $6.15 an
hour by 2000.

A b o r t io n : P r o - l if e
Opposes tax funded abor
tions, partial-birth abortion,
performing at U.S. militar
sites, abortion pill.

Campaing Finance: Co
authored McCain-Feingold
reform bill, opposes soft
money.

Afirmative
Action:
Opposes quotas and racial
preferencs.

Drinking Age: Supports
18 as legal drinking age.

School Prayer: Supports
allowing school prayer.

Affirmative
Action:
Supports. Encourages
contractors to use minori
ty owned businesses.

Environment: Supports
reforming Superfund pro
gram to clean Fox River.

Feingold Campaign
Web
Site
www.Feingold98.org
E - m a i l
Campaign@Feingold98.org
Phone: (608) 258-2000
Fax: (608) 258-2003
Address:
P.O. Box 620062
Madison, WI 53562
0062

National
Language:
Supports making English
our official language.
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Green Campaign
Web Site: www. markgreen.smcnet.com
E-mail: mgreen@netnet.net
Phone: (920) 437-9898
Fax: (920) 437-9104
Address:
P.O. Box 12571
Green Bay, WI 54307

Party Democrat
District Wisconsin 8th
Readence: De Fere, Wise.
Marital Status: Married
Spouse: JoLee
Occupation:
US Representative, News
Anchor, Reporter
Military: USA 1966-68
Birthday: 93043
Birthplace: Bessemer, Mich.
Religion: Presbyterian"
Stands On Issues
Education: Supports it as
nation’s top priority
Budget Surplus: Supports
reserving fcr Social Security.
Crime: Supports tougher
penalties fir sexual molesters.
Dairy Prices: Supports mak
ing foreign dairy producers pay
more to sell in US. in order to
lessen competition with domestic
farmers.
Federal Tbade Commission:
Opposes proposal to affix “Made
In USA” label on products made
25%overseas.
Johnson Campaign
Web
Site:
wwwhcuse^pv^ayjchnson
E-maljujcongtstaxxmnet
Phone:(920)963-1445
Fax:920983-1448
Address:
308 MainAre.
De Pere, WI 54115

Party: Republican
Residence: Janesville,
Wise.
Marital Status: Married
Spouse: Sue
Occupation:
US
Representative
Birthday: 2/27/54
Birthplace: East Troy,
Wise.
Religion: Lutheran

Vote on
Nov. 3

Pesticides pose
threat

I’d just like to congratulate and pub
licly thank the following organizations:
the Lawrence University Concert Choir,
the Lawrence Chorale, and their conduc
tor Rick Bjella for the stunning concert
last Saturday; the LU women’s soccer
team and coach Kellie Leeman for having
achieved their goal of qualifying for the
conference tournament and for raising the
quality of women’s soccer here at
Lawrence to a higher level; and the
Lawrentian staff and editor-in-chief Tara
Shingle for improving the newspaper in
virtually all respects. These groups and
ind;viduals—and they’re not the only
ones, just the ones I’m thinking of right
now—have measurably enhanced the
quality of our campus life so far this fall.

“Pesticide application: please keep
off.” Hopefully, you identified the warn
ing on the eye-catching, shin-high post
ings located on the Lawrence campus
before you cut across the lawns this past
weekend. If not, you exposed yourself to
tripower, an herbicide containing
Dicamba, MCPP, and MCPA. Its compo
nents are chlorophenoxys, which are
irritating to the skin, eyes, respitory,
and digestive systems.
Returning students, faculty, and
staff may remember the Lawrence com
munity’s Earth Week Resolution coordi
nated by Greenfire last spring th a t
called attention to the dangers of pesti
cides at Lawrence. As a result of the res
olution, the Lawrence administration
agreed to des
ignate
the
Main
Hall
quad
as a
“green” test-

C and idate for
G overnor o f
W isconsin
Party: Democrat
Residence:
Madison,
Wise.
Marital Status: Married
Spouse: Betty
Occupation: Attorney
Military: USA, 1963-65
Birthday: 4/18/40
Birthplace: Oshkosh,
Wise.
Religion: Catholic

Stands On Issues:
Education: Supports
school schoice. Supports
requiring high school
graduates
to
pass
statewide test.
Budget: Supports tax
cut including m arriage
penalty,
supports
increased financial aid.
Supports simplified tax
code.
Thompson Campaign
WebSite: www.thompson98.com
E-mail: info@thompson98.com
Phone: (608) 245-9800
Fax: (608) 245-0844
Address:
P.O. Box 1998
Madison, WI 53701

Stands On Issues:
Abortion:
Pro-life.
Opposes partial-birth
abortions, opposes use of
tax dollars in
foreign aid for abortions.
Education:
Supports
school-choice. Opposes
Goals 2000. Supports
tax credit for college
scholarship.

Campaign
Finance:
Supports complete public
financing of elections.
Taxes: Supports proper
ty tax reduction.
Environment: Supports
restoration of independent
DNR, opposes Exxon/Rio
Algom Mine.

Flag-burning. Opposes.
Capital
Punishment:
Supports death penalty for
killers of police officers,
guards, and children.
Gun Control. Opposes.
Neumann Campaign
Web Site: www.neumannforsenate.com
E-mail: unavailable
Phone: (608) 756-3776
Fax: (608) 756-4118
Address:
P.O. Box 2830
Janesville, WI 53547

TO REGISTER AT
THE POLLS

LU Campus
improving

—Daniel J. Taylor
Jones Professor of Classics

Party: Republican
Residence: Madison,
Wise.
Spouse: Sue Ann
Occupation: Governor
of the State of Wisconsin,
Attorney, Farmer
Birthday: 11/19/41
Birthplace:
Elroy,
Wise.
Religion: Catholic

ED GARVEY

Persons who register or change their
address at the polls on election day must
present acceptable proof of residence
or have their statements substantiat
ed and signed by one other elector from
the same municipality who must accom
pany them to the polls. If this witness is
not a registered voter, he or she must also
present proof of residence.

Any of the following may be used
as proof if it contains the address of
residence:
plot for an organic weed-killer instead of
tripower. This test-plot will be moni
tored by physical plant for the next four
years; if the organic alternative proves
effective, then Lawrence will eliminate
the use of tripower on all campus lawns.
Last spring, when informing the
campus about Lawrence’s use of tripow
er, Greenfire lauded Lawrence’s employ
ment of Integrated Pest Management
(IPM). IPM is an approach to pesticide
application that only treats lawns where
there is a visible “problem” (i.e., “if you
don’t see it, don’t treat it”); however,
after this past Saturday’s tripower
application,
Greenfire
questions
Lawrence’s commitment to
this
approach.
Members of Greenfire spoke with a
Chemlawn employee on Saturday who
reported that Chemlawn’s objective at
Lawrence on Saturday, October 24, was
“to spray [a mixture of tripower and fer
tilizer] the entire campus, except the
space around
Main
H all.”
Since we do not
see any “prob

Welfare
Reform
Supports reintroduction of
education component to W2.
Garvey Campaign
Web Site: www.garvey98.org
E - m a i l
Victory@Garvey98.org
Phone: (608) 238-8099
Fax: (608) 238-8522
Address:
P.O. Box 1484
Madison, WI 53701

Wisconsin driver’s license
Wisconsin proof of age card
Official identification card from a gov
ernment agency or an employer (business
cards are not acceptable)
Credit card
Library card
Check-cashing card issued by a mer
chant
Real estate tax bill or receipt
Residential lease
University, college, or technical insti
tute fee or identification card
Airplane pilot’s license

lem areas,” Greenfire questions the
necessity of using tripower on the entire
campus. To apply tripower w ithout
defining and identifying the actual
“problem areas” is NOT employing IPM.
Greenfire also questions the timing
of Saturday’s pesticide application. How
effective could this recent application
have been with the abundance of leaf lit
ter covering the grass? It would seem
th at most of the tripower would have
collected on the leaves. These pesticide
laden leaves could potentially blow onto
someone else’s yard or onto someone
else’s garden—our actions affect the
community around us.
Greenfire requests th a t the universi
ty reevaluate its current policy of
Integrated Pest Management and its
definition of “problem areas.” Greenfire
also urges the university to be more
careful in the timing of pesticide appli
cations to both maximize effectiveness
of the pesticides and to minimize health
risks to the community.

—Greenfire
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Do your duty:
Please vote =

STAFF EDITORIAL

Pass hate crim e legislation
by

J amie S t . L edger

Current federal law states
that a crime may be prosecuted
as a hate crime, “Only if the
crime was motivated by bias
based on race, religion, national
origin, or color, and only if the
assailant intended to prevent the
victim from exercising a federal
ly protected right.” The Hate
Crimes Prevention Act, an act
Congress failed to pass last ses
sion, would have allowed violent
hate crimes to be prosecuted
regardless of whether the victim
was exercising a federally pro
tected right. Additionally, it
would acknowledge crimes moti
vated by bias based on sexual ori
entation, gender, and disability
as hate crimes.
Preceding any debate over
the usefulness of the Hate
Crimes Prevention Act, it is cer
tainly important to understand
why such a bill originated in the
first place. Matthew Shepard’s
death was certainly a catalyst,
but crimes motivated by anti-gay
and lesbian bias are not restrict
ed to Wyoming. Anti-gay hate
crimes are the third highest cat
egory of hate crimes reported to
the FBI.
Recent statistics show that
the rates of violent crimes are
decreasing, yet, the National
Coalition of Anti-Violence pro

grams reported a 6% increase in could claim homophobia as an
anti-gay crimes for 1996. A Time excuse for their behavior and,
magazine/ CNN poll recently depending upon the judge and
showed that 68% of Americans jury, have their punishment
believe that an anti-gay attack as decreased.
extreme as the one against
The Hate Crimes Prevention
Matthew Shepard could happen Act would ensure that homopho
in their own community. At this bia could never be a justifiable
time, being openly gay in the motive in a crime. It would also
United States means being vul stiffen the penalties that an anti
nerable to attack.
gay attacker would face. A misde
Also, this act arose out of the meanor, such as aggravated
need to address violent crimes assault, theft, harassm ent by
against people of different races, telephone, criminal damage to
religions, national origins, sexual property, or disorderly conduct,
orientations, genders, and dis could potentially be upgraded to
abilities without having the bur a more serious felony if anti-gay
den of proving that the victim bias was involved.
was engaged in federally protect
The Hate Crime Prevention
ed rights such as voting or Act, or any hate crime legisla
attending school. Had the Hate tion, does not give any group
Crimes Prevention Act existed, more protection or special privi
for instance, neo-Nazis involved leges; all groups receive equal
in the murder of two African- protection. Hate crimes against
American Fayetteville, North white males or heterosexuals, for
Carolina residents (December instance, would be prosecuted in
1995) could have been prosecut the same fashion as a hate crime
ed for specifically targeting black against a minority.
men in this crime.
A federal hate crime is neces
Currently, hate crime laws sary simply because many
protecting the full spectrum of crimes would never occur if peo
aforementioned groups only exist ple did not physically or verbally
in 21 states, including Wisconsin. assault, rob, terrorize, or murder
In the 29 other states, including strangers “representing” a race,
Wyoming, there is no guarantee religion, ethnicity, sexuality, or
that crimes motivated by a bias gender. Such a law would not
against a particular sexual orien inspire individual tolerance, but
tation will be additionally pun it would punish those who choose
ished as a hate crime. Therefore, to be aggressively intolerant.
it is feasible that the defendants

Next Tuesday, the Wisconsin
governorship, a senate seat,
and nine congressional districts
will be up for election. We
strongly encourage all adult
United States citizens at
Lawrence to look beyond mid
terms, the bother of acquiring
an absentee ballot, or a fear of
public places, and get out and
vote.
Disillusionment
over
Clinton, Lewinsky, Starr, and
subsequent grave-digging for
skeletons in Capitol closets is
widespread. Polls indicate that
this will effect a very low voter
turnout, which is both disturb
ing and ironic. To bring
American politics out of the gut
ter is all the more reason to go
out and vote. Unfortunately,
current predictions indicate
that the negativity will draw
fringe voters in large numbers,
while keeping the majority at
home to brood.
The race for the senate is
especially close. The two candi-

dates, Russ Feingold and Mark
Neumann, stand fundamentally
different on many im portant
issues, such as campaign
finance laws, abortion, and
school vouchers. These are just
a few issues which are both rel
evant to students and of current
importance. It is true th at each
vote
counts—congressional
elections have been decided
before by fewer votes than the
enrollment in a Lawrence Intro
Geology class.
Most Lawrence students
have taken at least one course
in political science, economics,
political philosophy, contempo
rary American history, or
another relevant field, which is
more than most of the rest of
the state and country. We
should take this opportunity to
make practical use of our privi
leged education. Further, it is
the duty of each American citi
zen to learn about the issues
and candidates and offer a voice
to the direction of our country.

The Lawrentian, USPS 306-680, is published every week, 23
times per year while classes are in session, and is distributed
free of charge to students, faculty, and staff on the Lawrence
University campus. Mail subscriptions are twenty dollars per
year. Second-class postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin. POST
MASTER: Send address changes to the Lawrentian,
115 S. Drew, Appleton, WI 54911.
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Chanticleer performs at Lawrence U niversity
by J o na h

You don’t need /acta! hair to enjoy Chanticleer, but it
doesn't hurt.
P h o to courtesy o f Public Affairs

N igh
Chanticleer, a 12-mem
ber, all-male, a capella
vocal group, will perform
this Friday at the Lawrence
University chapel. Noted
for its harmonious blend,
perfect intonation, and
impeccable musicality, the
group is America’s only full
time classical vocal ensem
ble.
Performing repertoire
ranging from Renaissance
to
jazz
and
gospel,
Chanticleer enters its 20th
season this year. In celebra
tion of the anniversary, the
singers will tour 17 states
and seven countries, includ
ing
Canada,
Japan,

Germany, Austria,
France, Italy, and for
the first time, Israel.
Due to the death of its
founder and artistic direc
tor, tenor Louis Botto, this
year also marks the begin
ning of a new musical jour
ney for Chanticleer. Craig
Hella Johnson, an accom
plished orchestral director,
pianist, singer, and
songwriter, recently
assumed the posi
tion of artistic direc
tor.
Chanticleer has
19 recordings to its
name and a per
forming schedule of
over 100 concerts
per
year.
The

Friday, October 30, at 8
p.m. in the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel. For a fur
ther bonus, music lovers
can also take in a pre-con
cert preview at 7 p.m. in
Harper Hall of the MusicDrama Center, presented
by Patrice Michaels Bedi,
assistant
professor
of
music.

ensemble’s financial sup
port comes from many
sources, including govern
mental grants and various
arts councils around the
world. Chanticleer’s mem
bers also tour in the United
States and participate in
artist-in-residencies.
The group will perform
at Lawrence University on

(920) 738-0032

CLAP RAGS
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Family Weekend Events
F rid a y , O c t. 3 0
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Open recreation Buchanan Kiewit Center
Pool: 7:00 to 9:00 a.m., 11:15 a.m. to 1:00
p.m., 4:00 to 8:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Parents attend cla sse s with their students.
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Fall visit day for High School Seniors.
Register in advance through the Adm issions
Office
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 to 8:00
p.m.

Wriston Art Center G alleries open.
3:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Registration. Mem orial Union.
4:10 to 5:20 p.m.

Rehearsal: W ind Ensem ble and Sym phonic
Band. “A Tribute to Fred Schroeder."
Shattuck H all 163
7:00 p.m.

Perform ance preview, Patrice M ichaels-Bedi.
Harper Hall
8:00 p.m.

Artist Series: Chanticleer, (tickets required)
Lawrence Memorial Chapel
9:00 p.m.

Cofffehouse entertainment. Coffeehouse,
Memorial Union

C o l l e g e s t u d e n t s w ith c u r r e n t s c h o o l I D ’ s r e c e iv
1 5 % d i s c o u n t . (NOT GOOD WITH OTHER OFFERS.)
Store hours: Tues-Thurs 11-6, Fri 11-0, Sat 10-5

10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Brunch (tickets required). Jason Downer
Commons. Tickets can be purchased only
at the Memorial Union
10:40 to 11:30 a.m.

flli/ter flloney-u/a

*

Adm issions Sessions: “Putting Your Best
Foot Forward.” Two sessions: 7th-9th
grade, 10th-12th grade; Youngchild
10:40 to 11:30 a.m.

6UY&SGUL

Experience the Lawrence Classroom . Mini
courses offered by Lawrence faculty mem
bers, open to seniors in high school:
•Biotechnology and Society, Beth
DeStasio; 428 Briggs Hall
•Introduction to M usic Theatre,
Patrice M ichaels Bedi; Harper Hall
•Developmental Psychology:
Parent-Child Attachment, Beth
Haines;
305 Briggs Hall
•Does it Pay to be Moral?
Freshm an Studies discussion on excerpts
from Plato’s Republic, Tim Spurgin; 109
Main Hall

0 6 6 0 A M D W€«l> WUS/CAC
/W S T « o a J € W T B

amps, guitars, basses, cte.
C D 's , m o v ie s , $ 4 f o r LU s t u d e n t s w ith ID
Located at 1933 N. Richmond in Appleton
Across the street from the
Cm h m • a/m t

10:40 to 11:40 a.m.

Off-Campus Study Oppurtunities Informal
Session, student panel discussion.
W orcester Auditorium, Wriston Art Center
11:30 a.m. or 1:00 p.m.

Cam pus tours. Meet at Wilson House.
12:00 to 4:00 p.m.

S a t u r d a y , O c t . 31

1:00 to 3:00 p.m.

8:00 to 11:00 a.m.

Carreer Center Open House, Seeley G.
Mudd Library. Enter at the southeast
entrance near the fountain.

8:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Registration. Memorial Union.
8:30 to 9:30 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

8:30 to 9:30 a.m.

5:30 p.m.

Com plim entary breakfast for siblings, tod
dler-high school; Lucinda’s, Colm an Hall

Dinner on your own. (Some Sam ple menus
are available at the Information Desk in the
Memorial Union.)

Fifth Quarter Victory Celebration. Viking
Room, Memorial Union

A dm issions Office open. W ilson House (cor
ner of College and Lawe Streets) Interviews
for prospective students by appointment
only. C all 800-227-0982 to schedule

7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

International Film Series: Cemetary Man. No
charge. W orcester Auditorium, Wriston Art
Center

Rem arks by President Warch, followed by a
question & answer session. Riverview
Lounge, Mem orial Union

This collection of stories will be used to
build a wall in the Union, from Nov. 9 to 17,
to help break the silence that surrounds
sexual assault.

7:15 or 9:45 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Chemistry: More than Equations, grades 712; Youngchild 161
9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

8:00 to 10:00 p.m.

Crafts and gam es, toddler-6th grade;
Colm an Hall

Halloween Party and movies for siblings;
meet in Plantz Hall lobby

All stories will be kept anonymous. Please
do not use proper names of people. Your
stories, in your words, will be retyped to
preserve your confidentiality.

10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Open recreation. Buchanan Kiewit Center.
Pool: 10:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.

S u i)d a y , N o v . 1

10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Brunch. Tickets required and available at
Jason Downer Com m ons

Dress Rehearsal: W ind Ensem ble and
Sym phonic Band. “A Tribute to Fred
Schroeder.” Mem orial Chapel
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

Visits with faculty by appointment. To insure
^ tim
time with faculty members, students should
schedule appointments for their parents.

10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Send your stories through campus mail
to Jerri Kahl at Counseling Services or
e-mail to Jerri.Kahl@lawrence.edu
by November 6th.

12:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Wriston Art Center G alleries open
1:00 to 11:30 p.m.

Open recreation. Buchanan Kiewit Center.
Pool: 1:00 to 11:00 p.m.

Please Help us to break through
th e

A
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We are collecting real life stories of sexual
assault experiences. These stories can
either be your own experience or how
someone else's experience has affected you.

Trick-or-Treating for siblings; meet in Plantz
Hall lobby.

Wind Ensem ble and Sym phonic Band
Concert: “A Tribute to Fred Schroeder.” No
Charge. Lawrence Memorial Chapel.

9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

LAWRENCE COMMUNITY
The Peer Educators Need Your Help

Lawrence University Vikings versus
Monmouth COIIege Fighting Scots football.
No charge. Banta Bowl.

Student Services staff available to answer
questions. Union Grill and Riverview
Lounge, Mem orial Union

9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

!k w m TT@
Tfih®

rs!C

Wriston Art Center Galleries open.

Com plim entary continental breakfast. Grill,
Memorial Union. (Union Grill also offers a
full menu.)

109 E. C o lleg e A v en u e.
A p p le to n , W l 5491 1
A cro ss from B u rg e r K ing
(D o w n to w n )

urn

w a ll
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“P le a sa n tv ille ” w o rth y
effo rt, d ecen t film
by

M

ik e

P

ia s t o w s k i

Looking for a town of
perfection and eternal
bliss? Well, you need look
no further than the whole
some, black and white
realm of “Pleasantville,” or
so director Gary Ross
wants you to believe. His
new special effects laden
c o m e d y / d r a m a
“Pleasantville” drops two
modern teens into a
Cleaveresque town of the
same name. The modern
duo of David and Jennifer,
played by Tobey Maguire
and Reese Witherspoon,
drive this swell community
into the land of modernism
and color.
Unfortunately,
“Pleasantville” must com
pete for our Zeitgeist with
Jim Carrey’s blockbuster
“The Truman Show.” Both
movies’ plots are vaguely
similar. The main charac
ters are trapped in a TV
world. They must either
escape the unnatural
world they are in, or they
must come to terms with
their artificial surround
ings.
While
Truman
attempts to escape his TV
world, the misplaced teens
in “Pleasantville” adapt to
theirs.
David and Jennifer are
dropped into a world with
a set pattern and set
ideals. They live in a world
of re-runs and set scripts:
dinner is always ready,
bridge is always played on
Thursdays, etc. At first,
they attempt to fill the TV
roles they are forced into.
In their new society, they
are, however, two aliens
with knowledge of another,
‘better’ society. This fact of
“Pleasantville” harkens
back to Marty McFly’s
predicament in “Back to
the Future.” Marty’s reve
lations and ideas are more
material in nature; while
David and Jennifer’s are
more conceptual.
“Pleasantville” raises
the problem of contempo
rary ideas in an anachro
nistic
environment.
Writer/ director Gary Ross
handles this problem with

an eerie lens. As the 90’s
beliefs permeate the town,
bits and pieces of the sur
roundings colorize, books
containing new beliefs
appear, and pieces of art
appear, lending their beau
ty to the previously shel
tered community. Ross
employs the almost shock
ing tactic of color against a
black and white backdrop
to accentuate the changes
in the town. This process
occurs until the town is
clearly divided between
the progressive ‘colored’
people and the static resi
dents still in black and
white. This is where my
problems
with
“Pleasantville” began.
In this single step the
film jumps to a new level
of thought. Many new
questions are raised and,
unfortunately, answered in
a sloppy fashion. The divi
sion of the townsfolk due
to coloration alludes to the
issue of racism. The prob
lem with Ross’ interpreta
tion lies in the impetus for
the color change. Things
and people change color in
“Pleasantville” because
they break their static
scripts, and thus recast the
mold in which they are set.
This leads to a figurative
and literal segregation of
color. Ross seems to imply
that the fundamentals of
race problems arise from
discrepancies in the evolu
tion of thought. One per
son is colored because they
have progressive ideas
and, therefore, we must
hate
him
or
her.
Compounding this are
allusions by the non-colored townspeople to Nazi
fascism. For one example,
the newly formed books
are burned because they
are supposedly facilitating
the demise of ‘swellness.’
Add this image and its
implications to the race
question and a muddled
kettle of fish results. Ross
focuses on the race ques
tion among others, but he
does not really focus on an
answer.
One theme that does,
however, shine through is
that of change. Ross bun

dles up all the good things
about change and presents
them
to
us
in
“Pleasantville.” Change
brings about the release of
color, sexual frustration,
and new ideas. There are
no consequences that
result from the changes.
There are no ugly colors,
there are no teen-pregnancies, and there are no mali
cious ideas brought about
by this change. The only
evil comes from those that
resist the change. The
books are burned by those
who haven’t seen the light,
or at least the colored
light.
The change in the town
is brought about by

focusing
inward, and this is where
“Pleasantville” and “The
Truman Show” differ in
the greatest aspect. Ross
wants us to believe that
each person must look
inward to escape the
oppressive society in which
we live. The Truman Show
tells us to escape by
expanding
outward.
Truman escapes by literal
ly escaping. He breaks free
of his constructed world by
breaking out of the dome
in which his whole life has
been directed. Both movies
herald change, but each
attacks the method in a
different way.
So, the hundred-dollarquestion: is “Pleasantville”
worth seven bucks? Of
course it is. Anything that
allows me to wax intellec
tually about ideals and the
destruction of dogma is
worth seven bucks. It also
helps if J.T. Walsh and
Wiliam H. Macy are along
for the ride. Go with an
open mind, ignore the last
three and a half minutes,
and it will be an aestheti
cally and intellectually
pleasant time.
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“Rounders” a disappointment
by

A

l a r ic

Film:

R
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“Rounders”

(1998)

Director: John Dahl
Writer/s:
David
Levien
and
Brian
Koppelman
Music: Christopher
Young
Rating: **
Buy?: No
Genre: Drama
We can all relate to find
ing ways of paying for col
lege
education.
Mike
McDermott (Matt Damon)
uses his poker talents to
earn money for his law
school tuition. For Mike
there is no gambling or luck
in this game. Mike has a
natural talent to read peo
ple; he even put one over on
a championship master in
Vegas. After
that

ego trip, Mike McDermott
decides to bet his entire
tuition and savings to go up
against the big man of the
underground poker tables
in New York, Teddy KGB
(John Malkovich). Mike
makes a mistake, though,
and loses everything.
Nine months later, we
see Mike still with his girl
friend Jo (Gretchen Mol),
working a night job and still
trying to pay his way
though college. Mike, under
Jo’s watchful eye, has made
a new vow of poker chastity.
Mike does very well until
his friend and old poker
partner, Lester ‘Worm’
Murphy (Edward Norton)
gets out of jail. Worm is in
debt about fifteen grand.
Worm drags Mike into his
troubles and ignites the
temptation to play. When Jo
discovers Mike has begun to
play again, she leaves Mike.
Mike can not outrun his
last mistake. Now with the
help of Prof. Petrovsky
(Martin Landau), a good
friend as well as a teacher,
Mike faces KGB once more
and fulfils his destiny.
On
the
surface,
“Rounders” may seem like

just another “games” flick game she gets very upset.
(like Searching for Bobby The character I enjoyed
Fischer, The Natural, or most was the Ben Kenobi
Hoosiers), where large figure, Professor Petrovsky.
The narration would
majorities of the scenes are
of the games. Each game have been much more inter
must have its own impor esting if it had come from
tance to make it more Prof. Petrovsky rather than
intense then the last. Mike. I did not enjoy the
“Rounders” and the other narration; Matt Demon’s
films I mentioned have a voice just did not work well
slighter deeper meaning, for me. To have Prof.
however, if you want to look Petrovsky do the narration
for one. Mike has a talent would have filled his part
and a gift for the game of more as the surrogate par
poker, but to him it is only a ent figure. The narration
way to make some good would have been different,
money so he can become a of course, since the Prof.
lawyer. Destiny seems to knows much less than Mike
keep tugging at Mike. about poker. Unless you
There is always some fric know a lot about poker, you
tion in Mike’s life as he might get lost in the narra
fights to live a life without tion, too. Prof. Petrovsky
poker. Prof. Petrovsky has a knows about as much as the
person.
The
talk with Mike about next
“Destiny” and explains his Professor’s narration would
experience of rejection from have been from a point of
his family because he would view nearer to ours, and
not become a Rabbi. It more beneficial to ours.
Even with all the under
seems that we all have a
calling, a destiny, and that lying ideas of destiny and
to fight against it is frivo friendship, “Rounders” is a
dull film. All you want to do
lous.
“Rounders” could also is beat Worm senseless and
be about friendships. Worm tell Mike to leave his selfish
did time in jail because he girlfriend. Unless you are
would not rat out his really into poker there is
friends. That and the fact not any excitement or
that they’re already friends, intensity in the movie until
is why Mike feels obligated the final game with KGB.
The music does not stand
to help Worm.
Mike becomes torn out; it is typical bar music.
between his responsibility Christopher Young does not
for Jo, Worm, and himself.
get to be creative; the music
“Rounders” contains adds no intensity or fun to
some very good actors, and the flick. There are a few
each of them fills his or her laughs. My friends and I
part very well. Mike is had fun imitating KGB, but
almost
another
Will “Rounders” is not one you
Hunting, except that his need to see.
talents are in poker
and not mathemat
ics. Worm and Jo are
very
believably
annoying.
Worm
keeps
screwing
things up for Mike
when he gets beat up.
We Use Kodak 4x6 Paper
The only good thing
For A Good Look
Worm does for Mike
is get him back in the
Present this ad f o r $2.00 o f f each roll o f
game. Jo is very
24 or 26 exp. 35mm color negative print
unforgiving
and
film. No other coupons apply. Expires
Nov. 30. 1998.
keeps Mike tightly
wrapped around her
finger. Jo does forgive
Mike for his huge (MURRAY PHOTO ffi])
and VIDEO
mistake, but any
time he gets any
733-588:3
where near a poker — M A LL —

$2.00 off
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NEED A JOB ?
WORK FORCE WEB
www.wficweb.org

Your Link to The Future

M em orial
Presbyterian
Church
Step across the street and
worship with us this Sunday morning!
S unday M orning Schedule
8:45 am & 11:00 am Worship Services
9:45 am Church School for All Ages
803 East College Avenue • Corner of College & Meade
Rev. Dr. Charles Valenti-Hein

Rev. Mara Liz Rivera

•
•
•

A service open exclusively to students and graduates of Wisconsin’s 21 private colleges and
universities
W ith only a few keystrokes, you c a n ...
Create your own web resume -- FREE!
Search for job openings by company, type of position and more
List your majors and areas of interest, allowing employers to find you

Get Your Career In Gear, By Visiting Work Force Web Today!
POST YOUR RESUME BY JANUARY 1, 1999, AND YOU & A GUEST COULD SPEND
SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN!!!
For more information contact your Career Services Office or-call our Coordinator at (414) 273-5980
Work Force '99 is coming on April 19th. Don't miss it!
Register for the event on-line at www.wficweb.org
i m
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W N B A impacting college w om en’s hoops recruiting
by

D o n n ie C ollins

(U-WIRE) STATE COL
LEGE, Penn.—Two years ago,
the Women’s National Basketball
Association made its presence
known in the sports world.
With its catchy “We got next!”
slogan and a handful of bona fide
star players like Houston’s Sheryl
Swoopes and Los Angeles’ Lisa
Leslie, the WNBA set out on its
maiden voyage after the NBA
Finals in the summer of 1996.
Although it is still a new
league on the block, women’s pro
fessional basketball has made sig
nificant strides over the past cou
ple of years.
Competing in a nation where
men’s sports dominate the atten
tion of the common sports fan,
both the WNBA and American
Basketball League (ABL) have
been able to steal a great portion
of the spotlight and gamer notable
popularity for the women’s game.
Before the days of the WNBA
and ABL, there was no lack of
women’s leagues. However, they
were all located overseas.
As the notoriety of profession
al women’s leagues in the United
States increases, most Americanborn players have set their sights
not on playing professionally
abroad, but staying at home.
As a result, many coaches in
the Big Ten say that high school
players are looking less at educa
tion, tradition, and environment

when searching for the right uni 1988. With the Cleveland Rockers
versity at which to play.
this past season, McConnell Serio
Now that playing in the pros earned all-WNBA first-team hon
and doing it close to home is not ors, as well as the league’s
only feasible, but also probable, Newcomer of the Year and
for the most talented college play Sportsmanship awards.
ers, the college coach’s role as a
Portland said McConnell
recruiter has undergone some Serio’s accomplishments and tele
noticeable changes.
vision exposure helped draw the
Penn State coach Rene interest of potential recruits to the
Portland said the desire of high Penn State program.
school players to go into a pro
“Suzie did wonderful things
gram that will get them into the for us this summer,” Portland
WNBA is a phenomenon that said. “Every time they talked
dawned on her last season. During about Suzie, they talked about her
her recruiting trips this year, being a mom, as well as being a
Portland hasn’t found any less Penn State point guard. (WNBA
interest from young players who commentator and Connecticut
want to end up in one of the pro coach) Geno Auriemma did a won
leagues.
derful job of always talking about
“Last year was quite a sur Penn State when he talked about
prise, and this year’s recruiting Suzie.”
class asked the same question,
The WNBA is not only having
‘Can you get us to the pro league,’ an effect on high school seniors
“ Portland said. “We have some and juniors. It is also reaching a
players in there already, and it’s much younger audience.
helped us out.”
At her instructional camps,
Among Big Ten schools, only Michigan coach Sue Guevara said
Iowa can boast more players com girls preparing to enter high
peting professionally in the school already have hopes of play
WNBA and ABL than Portland’s ing in the WNBA.
Lady Lions. Former Lions Missy
“At your camps, 12 and 13
Masley and Angie Pothoff are year olds are wearing pro uni
enjoying successful ABL careers forms,” Guevara said. “One of the
with the Colorado Xplosion and questions you are always asked is,
Columbus Quest, respectively.
‘How many players do you have in
The Lion who has made the pro leagues?’ I think it’s been
biggest impact in either of the pro great.”
leagues is Suzie McConnell Serio,
Coaches
like
Portland,
a 31-year-old mother of four who Guevara and Minnesota’s Cheryl
graduated from Penn State in Littlejohn all use the WNBA as a

recruiting tool. It’s an especially
useful tool for Littlejohn, who
stresses
to
recruits
that
Minnesota received a WNBA fran
chise which begins play next sum
mer.
Littlejohn said, however, that
it isn’t the collegiate program that
gets the players to the pros. It’s
the talent and desire of the player.
“It’s a bonus to have a fran
chise in our backyard, but
ballplayers can play,” Littlejohn
said. “It’s not about them playing
at Tennessee or Purdue. The backto-back WNBA champions are just
hard-working ballplayers.”
Not all coaches think the
increased emphasis on making
the pros is positive. Illinois coach
Theresa Grentz said she fears the
WNBA could end up like the NBA,
which currently is suffering
through major labor strife.
“I’m very concerned,” Grentz
said. “Collective bargaining: they
are two words that if we truly
believe in, there will be no
(women’s) professional league.”
Although WNBA rules state
that a player must have graduat
ed from a four-year university or
exhausted her college eligibility to
play in the league, many coaches,
including Indiana’s Jim Izard, say
it won’t be long until high school
players forego their college eligi
bility or college players leave
school early to enter the WNBA or
ABL drafts.
ESPN anchorwoman and

WNBA analyst Robin Roberts said
last week in an ESPNET
Sportszone chat session that these
issues will have to be looked at in
the very near future.
“It is something that women’s
sports will have to address when
that first hotshot feels she’s ready
to go early to the WNBA or ABL,”
Roberts said. “I think high school
recruits are now looking at pro
grams that are on television a
great deal to help market them
selves for the future. They should
be looking at the school based on
the type of education they will
receive.”

fast for our camera, breaks for the line
at Midnight Madness.
P h o to by Lisa W eath erb ee
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October is prime tank top season.
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Ballard shares history of deep-sea exploration
by

Thursday.
P h o to c o o tre s y o f P u b lic A ffairs

C ameron K ramlich

Lawrence students were taken
“where no man has gone before”
last Thursday by Robert Ballard’s
convocation speech. The famous
oceanographic explorer described
the series of adventures in his life
that led him to his career.
Along with humorous anec
dotes about sea exploration,
Ballard described his discoveries,
some of which have profoundly
influenced modem science.
In the 70s, Ballard participat
ed in many trips to the MidOceanic Ridge, where he found
evidence supporting a new theo
ry about heat flow along the
ocean floor. In doing that, he also
answered one of the most basic
questions about the sea: “Why is
it so salty?” Along the MidOceanic ridge, the team discov
ered, is a series of hot water
vents called “black smokers,"

which supply the ocean’s salt.
On subsequent trips to this
region, the undersea explorers
discovered an aquatic ecosystem
that survives only on heat sup
plied by water from the black
smokers. This ecosystem is made
possible by bacteria that have
been found in only one other
place: the “Mars Rock” discovered
in Antarctica.
During his frequent trips to
the sea bottom, Ballard grew
weary of spending most of his day
moving from the ocean surface to
the ocean floor. He took a sabbati
cal at Stanford University and,
while there, had a revolutionary
idea—robotic submarines. His
idea took form in Jason Jr., an
undersea robot that can continu
ally troll the ocean depths.
Perhaps his least important,
yet ironically most famous dis
covery was that of the RMS
Titanic. The discovery of the infa
mous vessel was the result of the

first mission of Jason Jr.
The publicity brought about
by the discovery of the Titanic
presented Ballard with the
unique opportunity to change
science education across the
world. He founded the JASON
Project began with this very goal
in mind. Hundreds of thousands
of students, including over 2,500
in the Fox Valley alone last year,
have been involved in a variety
of scientific explorations.
Additionally, the advent of
Jason Jr. heralded a new era in
aquatic archaeology. Historically,
technology has limited archaeol
ogists, allowing then to search
only the very shallowest depths
for sunken ships. With the Jason
Jr., however, much greater
depths are attainable.
Ballard today tries to encour
age more young people to become
aquatic
archaeologists.
He
describes the field as still in its
“Lewis and Clark” stage.

